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Keep Ahead of the Game With the 
Infinite Possibilities of SYSPRO 8
Right now, industry is changing before our eyes.

New products, new competitors, new legislation and new 
technologies are redefining the playing field.

Your ERP solution needs to help you keep pace, rather 
than face the very real danger of being left behind. 

SYSPRO 8 is the next-generation ERP solution that has 
the built-in functions and capabilities to keep pace with 
these changes. 

Today, and well into the future.
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What’s New 
in SYSPRO 8? 
6 Reasons to 

Upgrade
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Greater System Performance 6
Runs 30% Faster 6

250% Improved Transaction Throughput 7

Month-End Processing in Minutes 7

Simple to Install, Manage,   
Maintain and Run 8

Simplified and Automated Installation 8

Free Up Your System Administrators 9

Easy to Administer and Maintain 9

Enhanced Help System 10

Maximize Collaboration Between 
SYSPRO and External Systems 10

Seamless Conversion to SQL  
On-Premise or in the Cloud 11

Easier to Access, Learn and Use for 
Increased User Engagement   
and Productivity 12
 SYSPRO’s Web Interface Provides   

Universal Access 13

Personalize Your Workspace 14

Empower Users with Actionable Insights 14

Improve Internal Collaboration 15

Improved Efficiencies   
and Productivity 16
 Optimize Resource Use 16

Drive Performance Measures 17

Improve Traceability 18

New Industry Capabilities 20
 For Manufacturing 20

For Distribution 22

For Finance 24

Enables Digital Transformation  26
 Be Prepared for Industry 4.0 27

 Tap Into the Power of AI    
to Make Sense of Data 28

 Employ a Digital Citizen    
as the Face of Your Business 29

 Make Your SYSPRO ERP    
as Collaborative as Facebook 29
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In the podcast, SYSPRO Chief Software Architect, Russell Hollick 
discusses the numerous enhancements to SYSPRO 8’s architecture:

SYSPRO 8’s architecture has been refined to better leverage Microsoft SQL Server, delivering up to 
a 30% improvement in overall performance and scalability compared with previous releases. An 
improved locking strategy, together with SQL Server specific optimizations sees many processes 
run noticeably faster under high loads, while operating on the same hardware platform.

Unlike other solution providers that are still stuck on old 
technology, SYSPRO has continued to invest in and evolve 
its underlying architecture. Known for its pragmatic vision, 
SYSPRO prides itself on delivering real, practical applications.

— What makes SYSPRO Different 
 Cindy Jutras, President, Mint Jutras, August 2018

SYSPRO 8’s simplified software architecture results in significantly improved system performance. 
This latest version has been optimized across the board to deliver greater scalability and higher 
availability, less planned downtime for maintenance, and enterprise-strength data integrity  
– all while offering excellent performance.

Greater System 
Performance

SYSPRO 8

Runs Faster Under Higher Loads

Watch  
the Vlog

Listen  
Now

Download 
the Feature 

Guide
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up_ZOd_Tmd8&feature=youtu.be
https://infozone.syspro.com/Support/SYSPRO8/podcasts/Podcast%20-%20Architecture.m4a
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-architecture-enhancements-reference-guide.pdf


Benchmark testing confirms that SYSPRO 8 achieves better throughput utilizing the same hardware and operating 
system software, specifically under high loads. By adding an additional traffic lane to the software’s performance 
highway, transaction throughput has been increased thereby alleviating potential bottlenecks. In some cases, it now 
runs 30% faster and at maximum load it can deliver improved transaction throughput of over 250%. 

This allows you to operate far more effectively in high-volume transaction environments, increasing and scaling your 
business activities in line with seasonal demands with the assurance that your system will scale with no detrimental 
effect on performance.

Reduce planned downtime by taking advantage of re-engineered month-end and balance functions that take only 
minutes to complete what previously took hours.

In addition, leveraging Microsoft SQL Server’s capabilities offers increased system availability and less planned 
downtime, which provides more time to enjoy the business benefits of SYSPRO 8.

The improved balance functions in SYSPRO 8 greatly enhance 
month-end processing, with the time needed for certain cases 
reduced from three hours to three minutes. These savings 
allow our customers to optimize efficiency across the board.

— Chris Smit, Principal ERP Architect 
 EOH

Watch  
the Video

View the 
Report

Improved
Transaction Throughput

Hours to
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https://infozone.syspro.com/Support/SYSPRO8/Vlog/LR_Russel_Hollick_Always_On_Improved_Availability.mp4
https://infozone.syspro.com/Support/SYSPRO8/Pages/Performance-Testing.aspx


The seamless upgrade process now leads to faster upgrades with 
benchmarks showing a significant reduction in time, from three 
days to half a day, for customers upgrading from SYSPRO 7.
— Chris Smit, Principal ERP Architect
 EOH

Simpler to Install, Manage, 
Maintain and Run

SYSPRO 8

The Upgrade to SYSPRO 8 from 6.1 was straightforward, 
on schedule and manageable, with no down time since 
it was a planned over the weekend.

— Nathan Dolbear, IT Manager 
 RPS Composites Inc.

To simplify the upgrade to SYSPRO 8, an end-to-end installation application has been developed that 
eliminates the issues typically associated with manual intervention. This deployment enables you to run 
multiple environments, with a central area from which implementers are able to quickly access information 
and configure SYSPRO modules. In addition, SYSPRO 8’s centralized architecture further simplifies and 
speeds up installations.

Read
More

Installation
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https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/i-installation/sys-8-install-installer/sys-8-install-installer.htm


With SYSPRO 8, the automation of typical administrative tasks and system setups reduces the requirement for 
specialized skills and frees up scarce technical resources. In this way, system administrators become solution architects 
while an administrative dashboard provides rich insights and increased user self-service ability.

Easily Upgrade When It Suits You 

SYSPRO 8’s software upgrade technology is both simplified and standardized, allowing you to upgrade 
when it makes sense to you. Together with bi-annual product enhancements, you have the ability to 
selectively apply only those fixes that interest you – without having to install additional features. This tailors 
the upgrade process to your specific needs while enabling compliance with strict acceptance criteria and 
ensuring a controlled rollout with no surprises.

System
Administrators

Easy to

and

Watch  
the Video

Improved Corrective Process 
Hotfixes are supplied during a release to correct issues without having to install unnecessary 
software. These resolve many of the issues you may have encountered with the monthly porting 
processes used in previous versions of SYSPRO.

Read
More

Single Sign-On 

The inclusion of Single Sign-on in SYSPRO provides a simple to setup and robust method of using Microsoft Active 
Directory (AD) to control SYSPRO users. Once configured, it enables a complete single sign-on experience as SYSPRO 
users are authenticated by Windows without being prompted for a username and password at the login screen. You 
can use Microsoft Active Directory (AD) to add, change, disable and delete operators virtually seamlessly. Any changes 
to user attributes automatically reflect against the SYSPRO operator without manual intervention.

View the 
Reference 

Guide

System Administrators Get Immediate and Actionable Insights 

The Administration Dashboard provides a holistic view of your system– delivering insights, notifications, 
and alerts related to its health.
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https://infozone.syspro.com/Support/SYSPRO8/Vlog/LR_Russel_Hollick_Improved_Software_Upgrade_Methodology.mp4
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/e-home-links/home-links-hotfixes/home-page-links-hotfixes.htm
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-single-sign-on-reference-guide.pdf


SYSPRO’s content-rich online help system is an intuitive, always available and user-friendly platform that provides 
access to comprehensive and up-to-date information on the SYSPRO suite of products. It includes conceptual, 
procedural, troubleshooting and reference information that offers simplified guidance to system administrators, 
consultants and support personnel who need to deploy, configure and manage SYSPRO products on an ongoing 
basis.

Enhanced

Automation of Document Processing
SYSPRO 8 introduces the concept of the Open Reporting API. This provides you with the ability to generate 
SYSPRO documents from external systems via a published API (Application Programming Interface). This new 
capability enhances the automation of document processing between B2B (Business to Business), B2C 
 (Business to Consumer), and S2S (System to System).

64-Bit Compatibility
SYSPRO 8 server and e.net architectures are now 64-bit, providing improved compatibility with 64-
bit ecosystems. This provides greater scalability, and improved memory usage and contributes while 
simultaneously contributing to increased system performance.

between SYSPRO and External Systems

Ensure Data Integrity 

Additionally, the Administration Dashboard validates and confirms the integrity and consistency of 
your data with an SQL Health Check and further insights.

Watch  
the Video

View the 
Reference 

Guide

Improve Security Measures 

Multi-Factor Authentication provides you with additional options to improve security during the login 
process. The traditional username and password has been bolstered by the addition of Email and Google 
authentication.

SYSPRO 8 allows more recent ODBC drivers to be specified in the System Setup. SQL Data Encryption  
in Motion ensures that eavesdroppers and hackers can’t see what is transmitted. This is particularly useful 
for private and sensitive information, but also for all information sent between SYSPRO and  
SQL Servers. This new capability, embedded into SYSPRO Architecture, enables greater compliance  
with one or more security, privacy or government acts such as GDPR, OAIC, PIPA, PIPEDA and POPI.

View the 
Reference 

Guide

Go to 
SYSPRO 

Help

View the 
Reference 

Guide

Watch  
the Video
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https://infozone.syspro.com/Support/SYSPRO8/Vlog/LR%20_%20Russel%20Hollick_Enhanced_Administrative_Dashboard.mp4
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-sql-health-dashboard-reference-guide.pdf
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-multi-factor-authentication-reference-guide.pdf
https://help.syspro.com
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-srs-api-reference-guide.pdf
https://infozone.syspro.com/Support/SYSPRO8/Vlog/LR_Russell_Hollick_Always_On_Improved_Scalability.mp4


Reduce Management and the TCO of Your   
Database Environment

If you already utilize a Microsoft Azure cloud-based platform, you can 
replace your SQL Server Enterprise edition which runs on a Virtual 
Machine (VM) with SQL Managed Instance. 

Alternatively, you can lift and shift your on-premise server 
environments to the Azure cloud, taking advantage of an SQL 
Managed Instance to handle your database workloads while 
Software Assurance allows you to exchange existing SQL 
Server licenses for discounted rates.

SQL Managed Instance preserves all the Platform 
as a Service (PaaS) capabilities (such as 
automated patching and version updates, automated 
backups, and high-availability) that drastically reduce 
management overhead and the Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO) associated with an enterprise database environment.

SQL Managed Instance is a pay-as-you-use offering based 
on CPU/Disk/Memory Configuration and preserves all the 
Platform as a Service (PaaS) capabilities (such as automated 
patching and version updates, automated backups, and high-
availability). This drastically reduces management overhead and 
the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) associated with an enterprise 
database environment.

Customers that utilize CISAM database now have the option to migrate to SQL Server on-premise or in the cloud as a 
Virtual Machine.

View the 
Reference 

Guide

Watch  
the Video

Download 
the Brochure

This allows you to benefit immediately from all of the performance improvements that SYSPRO 8 and SQL has to offer, 
including greater scalability, robust data integrity, higher system availability and performance, and trusted security.

to SQL On-Premise or in the Cloud 
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https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-sql-managed-instance-reference-guide.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfAXr66h1kI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/brochure/syspro-sql-server-brochure/


Easier to Access, 
Learn and Use

SYSPRO 8

SYSPRO 8 is designed to boost overall productivity by engaging and simplifying your employees’ workday.

By instantly providing them with relevant and real-time information, SYSPRO 8 empowers your workforce to be more 
effective and proactive. This functionality becomes even more powerful when deployed via a web interface that can be 
accessed from anywhere and on any device. SYSPRO 8’s familiar interface also ensures that it is easy to use and adapt 
to, and can be personalized by users – without the need for additional development.

Featuring integrated AI and machine learning, SYSPRO 8 evolves according to a user’s preferences in 
order to provide information that is most relevant to them. It even makes predictions based on past 
actions.

And, by incorporating social-media-inspired functionality – offering a choice in how they engage 
based on their role, operational need, movement, location, or preference – the way your employees 
communicate and collaborate (across territories, branches, and your entire organization) can be 
managed for increased productivity.

Watch  
the Vlog

Access the 
E-Book

The look and feel of SYSPRO’s latest ERP release, SYSPRO 8 
is quite good. It’s not just a pretty or slick navigation bit. It is 
tiles and panels that contain information to inform (not just 
guide) users. It is also a UX that can get even more helpful and 
informative when a customer implements the IoT functionality. 
All of the items above help make SYSPRO 8 more market 
relevant and attractive to customers.

—    Four Very Likeable Things in SYSPRO 8.
 Brian Sommer, Founder, TechVentive, July 2018.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1BkbrEkrOg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/ebook/syspro-erp-engaging-user-experience/


Work Where and When You Want to
SYSPRO Avanti - SYSPRO’s web-based user interface - allows you to access the same SYSPRO experience through a web 
browser on any device, on any platform, from anywhere, at any time. It is available to anyone who has installed SYSPRO 
8; whether on-premise, in the cloud or both (hybrid). SYSPRO Avanti is included in your annual license fee and available 
at no extra cost.

Ready for Use from Day One
SYSPRO Avanti features a consistent user interface that provides the same SYSPRO ERP user experience across a web 
browser on any device, without having to learn a different operating system.

SYSPRO Avanti offers a user-friendly, familiar experience. It 
is easy to find what I am looking for and getting to know the 
system took very little learning time.

— Trevor Naicker, Group IT Manager  
 Zimco Group

SYSPRO’s Web Interface Provides

Leveraging data collected from return on investment analysis, Nucleus Research has found that SYSPRO 
Avanti’s ease of use negated the requirement for training and the associated costs. Research also noted 
that Avanti enabled non-regular users to become productive on the system in a shorter timeframe.

Read the 
Nucleaus 

Report

Select the Best UI for the Task at Hand 
In addition to the web interface, SYSPRO 8 now offers a number of options designed   
specifically to enhance the end-user experience – allowing you to choose how you engage with the system. 

Depending on your role, operational need, location or preferences, you can opt for:

 Windows user interface

 Web interface (Avanti) with improved ease-of-use and engagement, or

 Espresso mobile platform, featuring a mobile-inspired and touch-friendly interface. 

These options allow you to select the best UI for the specific task at hand.

Read More

Watch  
the Video

Watch  
the Demo

View the 
Reference Guide
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https://www.syspro.com/analyst_report/2018-nucleus-research-syspro-and-avanti/
https://www.syspro.com/product/syspro-erp/web-interface/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3zIwF5Qm04&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CuE_w9uJW5E&feature=youtu.be
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-2020-r1-syspro-avanti-overview-guide.pdf 


With SYSPRO 8, users now have access to a single customizable workspace that provides them with the flexibility to 
personalize the way they work without having to get development involved. Both intuitive and easy-to-use, it offers a 
simplified and engaging work experience.

Your Workspace

Role-Based Workspaces in SYSPRO Avanti

SYSPRO 8 gives users the ability to design role-based workspaces in SYSPRO Avanti, providing the tools and 
information needed to perform roles efficiently and effectively. 

This includes displaying those aspects most relevant to their touch points with actionable insights 
only a click away - giving them the ability to compare profit margins against targets, view 
backorder information, credit management, order fulfillment rates, and inventory stock-outs.

These workspaces function as a single dashboard and provide the means to group tasks 
or processes together in a way that is meaningful for an individual. Workspaces can be 
created for each role and for tasks performed daily, weekly or monthly.

Watch  
the Video

Empower Users with 

Today, business success is increasingly reliant on strategic planning 
and management. However, there tends to be a disconnect within 
organizations when aligning big picture elements to operational areas, 
workstations, KPI’s and business performance measures.

What manufacturing and distribution companies increasingly need is a vehicle 
that not only drives strategy throughout the organization but also pushes 
actionable insights to users so they can follow through on that strategy.

Watch  
the Vlog

Access the 
E-Book

View the 
Reference 

Guide
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fVy6l2yhrE&t=40s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8KRAfjV0_4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/ebook/syspro-erp-actionable-insights/
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-2020-r1-syspro-avanti-overview-guide.pdf


Improve

Business Insights

Designed to improve business performance and drive proactive behavior by empowering users with business-critical 
data for faster analysis, decision making, and execution, SYSPRO 8’s Business Insights provide an intuitive, real-time 
view of performance against KPI’s, goals and targets.

With relevant and real-time data trends served directly to them from within the SYSPRO 8 user interface, users are 
empowered to meet their targets and deadlines through improved collaboration and by taking action quickly and 
proactively.

Download 
the Brochure

Watch  
the Video

Watch  
the Vlog

Predictive Analytics

Using artificial intelligence and machine learning, SYSPRO 8 empowers users with recommended 
actions directly from the user interface leading to improved decision making, efficiency, and 

productivity.

Predictive search capability ensures that users effortlessly obtain the information 
they need by filtering the top records in the database based on what has already been 

typed and searched for.

Watch  
the Vlog

  By embedding social-media-inspired functionality into SYSPRO 8,
your organization is empowered to leverage these trends to influence the way 

your employees communicate and collaborate across workstations, divisions, 
departments, branches, and territories – In fact, your entire business.

SYSPRO Harmony, a user-friendly social platform at the core of SYSPRO 8, helps promote 
a more collaborative way of working by providing users with a familiar and effective way to 

connect, communicate and conduct their daily business. By accessing and relaying real-time 
information, insights, and trends through Social ERP; users can act instantly and decisively to 

increase responsiveness, lead times and overall productivity.

Download 
the Brochure

Watch  
the Video

Watch  
the Vlog
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https://www.syspro.com/brochure/business-insights-for-syspro/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpdZCWWfiUE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9z6_AzRr1c&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CkSA8bNUhU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/brochure/social-erp-syspro-harmony
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVBw46i1KjA
https://www.syspro.com/video/facilitating-enterprise-wide-collaboration-with-syspro-harmony/


Improved Efficiencies 
and Productivity

SYSPRO 8

With SYSPRO 8, SYSPRO demonstrates a deep understanding of 
both digital technology advancements and end-user sentiment 
as it relates to ERP. As a result, SYSPRO has a simple but powerful 
approach to ERP. SYSPRO understands how to leverage their deep 
industry knowledge and cutting-edge technology to guide its R&D 
innovation to help manufacturers achieve digital transformation.

—  SYSPRO Transforms the Digital ERP Economy.  
IDC, July 2018.

Reduce Wastage and Optimize Raw Material Usage

By providing the ability to nest multiple jobs that utilize the same raw material or components, wastage is 
reduced and raw material usage is optimized – lowering the cost of operations.

Resource Use 

Watch  
the Vlog

Transact Directly From the Shop Floor

Transact directly from the shop floor to eliminate dual capturing and reduce errors typically caused by 
manual data capture. Espresso Shop Floor Data Collection provides a mobile solution for capturing all 
production related transactions directly from the shop floor using live mobile devices.

Watch  
the Vlog

SALLY001Returns
@NICOLE012Salesorders
 Product replacement request
 SN: 00456B-003 #ProdReplace003

NICOLE012Salesorders
@SALLY001Saleorders
 Thanks Sally, I’m on it!
  #ProdReplace003

@JOHN004Production
 Hi John, please dispatch product  
 replacement SN: 00456B-003
  #ProdReplace003

JOHN004Production

@NICOLE012Salesorders
 Product dispatch for  
 SN: 00456B-003 on its way.  
  #ProdReplace003
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVjrEQFwDTU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACA_MoYZs90&feature=youtu.be


Minimize Loss, Lower Production Costs and Increase Productivity

SYSPRO 8’s Manufacturing Operations Management solution provides your business with innovative new ways to lower 
costs and improve efficiencies. A complete manufacturing lifecycle management solution, it helps you plan, schedule, 
publish, collect, track and analyze manufacturing operations so your organization can:

Download 
the Brochure

Watch  
the Video

View the 
Infographic

Measures
Empower Users with Business Insights

An individual performance management tool for all levels of engagement, SYSPRO 8’s Business Insights provide a real-
time view of your company’s key business drivers while giving you the flexibility to define operational goals, targets, and 
deadlines at an individual, role or organizational level. 

Providing employees with relevant and real-time insights, gives them the means to act quickly and proactively – 
ensuring KPIs are converted into meaningful improvements.

Watch  
the Video

Simplify Corporate Performance Management

The more real-time and visible your company’s finances are the better your chances of improved productivity, 
minimized risk and exposure, and ultimately success.

SYSPRO 8’s Corporate Performance Management (CPM) module automates critical financial processes across your 
organization to give you greater insight into your company’s financial health and overall performance.

Specifically designed for financial departments, CPM for SYSPRO 8 provides a solution for integrated financial planning 
and consolidation so you can budget, plan, analyze, consolidate and report across your organization.

 Deliver to customers faster 

 Control labor and machine costs 

 Reduce downtime and bottlenecks  

 Measure and improve product quality  

 Increase productivity and output  

 Reduce the costs to compete

Read the 
Factsheet

View Customer 
Success
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https://www.syspro.com/brochure/manufacturing-operations-management-brochure/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od_noG0CIwE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/infographic/manufacturing-operations-management/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpdZCWWfiUE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/dl/FS/SYSPRO-Prophix-CPM-for-Syspro-Solutions-Factsheet-Web.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmpTkiQot3g&t


Enhanced Stock and Serial Tracking across Warehousing Functions

Improved bin-to-serial linking provides an enhanced method of tracking serial numbers linked to bin locations, 
providing better visibility and management of serialized stock items in specific warehouses.

With an ever-increasing focus on warehouse management, this improved bin-to-serial linkage capability provides 
efficient traceability of stock serial tracking across warehousing functions allowing you to:

 Accurately determine where serials reside in a warehouse from the perspective of bins.

 Find and use serials in a timely manner, as any stock movement can be traced at bin level for 

 serialized stock codes.

	 View	the	specific	bin	location	of	the	serial	when	receipting,	issuing	or	selling	serialized	items.

Watch  
the Video

Measure and Improve Factory Performance

Manufacturers have two types of resources: people and machines. As both are costly, therefore, it is important to 
constantly measure and improve the way they perform.

SYSPRO 8’s Manufacturing Operations Management solution incorporates factory performance analytics to provide 
performance and quality metrics for each employee and machine in real-time. It gives you the ability to measure 
and calculate overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), total effective equipment performance (TEEP) and overall labor 
effectiveness (OLE). 

MOM is a complete manufacturing lifecycle management solution — for effective planning, scheduling, publishing, 
collecting, tracking, and analysis – that optimizes and improves end-to-end manufacturing operations.

Read
More

Complete Product Recall and Mock Recall Management

A complete product and mock recall process capability has been added to SYSPRO 8 extending our current Lot and 
Serial Traceability to support regulated industries that require effective management of a recall process, including the 
evaluation of the system through mock recall testing. 

This provides a means to identify, isolate and action those functions that need to occur within a predetermined recall 
time limit. With detailed information related to a suspicious product available at the touch of a button, you can rapidly 
identify and retrieve potentially defective goods from customers using the organization’s Product Recall System.

Regulatory Compliance through Extended Recorded Dates

For industries where product lifecycle management is pertinent, there is often a need to record a range of dates 
related to a product in order to comply with regulatory and traceability requirements. 

In SYSPRO 8, with the introduction of the Recorded Dates capability in the Lot Maintenance Program, the number of 
date fields that can be recorded against a lot traceable item has been extended. This provides the facility to record up 
to five different dates – such as Manufactured, Deliver Before, Best Before and Use By – against a particular item.

Read the 
Factsheet

View the 
Reference 

Guide

View the 
Reference 

Guide
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rJZDA0Rtcw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.syspro.com/business-software/business-needs/manufacturing-operations-management/
https://infozone.syspro.com/_layouts/15/customlogin.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fSales%2f_layouts%2f15%2fAuthenticate.aspx%3fSource%3d%252FSales%252FFactsheets%252Fproduct%255Frecall%255Ffactsheet%255Fweb%252Epdf&Source=%2FSales%2FFactsheets%2Fproduct%5Frecall%5Ffactsheet%5Fweb%2Epdf
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-recorded-dates-reference-guide.pdf
https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/syspro-8-bin-to-serial-linkage-reference-guide.pdf
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SYSPRO provides extensive support for its customers’ complex 
industries across an impressive range of manufacturing types 
and continues to deliver a functionally rich system built on top 
of the most modern platform categories in the industry. The 
SYSPRO ERP system brings one of the most robust all-around 
solutions to manufacturing and distribution organizations.

— A Trusted ERP Partner for Digital Transformation. 
  Ted Rohm, Senior ERP Analyst, Technology Evaluation 

Centers, September 2018.

Offers New 
Industry Capabilities

SYSPRO 8

End-to-End Manufacturing Lifecycle Management

SYSPRO 8’s Manufacturing Operations Management solution can help revolutionize your company so it remains 
competitive in today’s market. From planning and scheduling to publishing, collecting, tracking, and analysis; it 
provides complete manufacturing lifecycle management designed to optimize and improve your end-to-end 
manufacturing operations.

Together with SYSPRO’s ERP, this Manufacturing Execution System (MES) offers cost and quality control of 
manufacturing operations for job shop, batch production, production line, and mixed mode environments.

To see what’s new in the latest release of MOM click here.

Read the TEC 
Certification	
Report
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https://help.syspro.com/syspro-8-2020-r1/resources/pdfs/mom-2019-r1-whats-new.pdf
https://www.syspro.com/analyst_report/the-latest-release-of-syspro-erp-software-is-tec-certified/


SYSPRO 8’s Manufacturing Operations Management solution helps manufacturers:

 Measure	performance	to	attain	world-class	standards	of	operation	for	overall	equipment	effectiveness		 	
	 (OEE),	total	effective	equipment	performance	(TEEP)	and	overall	labor	effectiveness	(OLE).
 Increase productivity and lower costs by minimizing loss within a business.
	 Optimize	operational	efficiencies	through	an	improved	workflow	of	core	manufacturing	activities:	schedule,		

 publish, collect, track, analyze, and improve.
 Connect machines and other devices to digitize factories and gain a competitive advantage.

Job Nesting

To support customers who operate in the Fabricated Metals and Industrial Machinery and Equipment Industries, 
SYSPRO 8 introduces a job nesting capability to assist them in maximizing the use of their raw materials and enable 
them to quote more competitively.

Job nesting in SYSPRO 8 provides the ability to nest multiple jobs utilizing the same raw material or components, 
thereby reducing setup time, minimizing wastage and optimizing raw material usage. Ultimately, this capability improves 
the use of resources to reduce the cost of operations while increasing competitiveness in the marketplace.

An import-export function is also included so existing nesting software can be integrated directly into SYSPRO 8. 
This offers enhanced resource and labor utilization to improve costing efficiency, ensuring customer quotes remain 
competitive and lead to increased orders and sales.

Product and Mock Recall Management

SYSPRO 8 provides full traceability through recall capabilities, including full traceability for both product and mock 
recalls in order to test a system. This functionality is designed to support heavily regulated industries such as Food 
and Beverage, Automotive Parts and Accessories, Electronics, Plastics and Rubber, and Packaging.

Product and mock recall functionality enhances traceability capabilities by delivering an effective means of managing 
product traceability in a recall process, as well as regularly evaluating the system through mock recalls to satisfy 
regulatory requirements. 

This management tool allows organizations to:

 Test	the	traceability	of	a	products	system	and	verify	that	the	product	traceability	process	is	effective	and	can		
 be carried out within the required time limit.
	 Identify	and	action	all	activities	that	need	to	occur	within	a	specific	time	period	during	a	recall.
 Undertake mock product recalls on a regular basis to improve the system.
 Store mock product recall data for compliance and traceability audits.
 Track and quarantine stock which is spoiled, hazardous or of inferior quality.
	 Retrieve	sub-standard,	flawed	or	potentially	unsafe	goods	from	customers.
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Improved Product Lifecycle Management

Recorded Dates is a new feature in the Lot Maintenance Program which has been introduced 
to help you better manage the life-cycle of your products and satisfy the requirement for a 

unique range of recorded dates that often need to be linked to a product. This is specifically 
pertinent to regulatory requirements for industries such as Food and Beverage.

By increasing the number of date fields recorded against a lot traceable item in 
SYSPRO 8, you now have the ability to record up to five different dates – such as 

Manufactured, Deliver Before, Best Before, and Use By – against that item.

Mobile Shop Floor Data Collection

Transact directly on the shop floor to eliminate dual capturing and reduce errors 
typically caused by manual data capture. Espresso Shop Floor Data Collection provides a 

mobile solution for capturing all production related transactions directly on the shop floor 
through the use of mobile devices. In this way, operators are directed to their work-to-lists, 

have insight into job specifications and are presented with a single point-of-entry for recording 
all their production progress. 

With the ability to input manufacturing transactions from a mobile device directly into SYSPRO 8, 
Espresso SFDC enables accurate, paperless and up-to-the-minute tracking and monitoring of your manufacturing 
operation process. 

Shop floor data collection then closes the loop by recording the transactions associated with production against the 
production plan. This provides visibility, control, monitoring, and administration of immediate variance management.

Optimized Management of Sourcing Strategies in Procurement

To be truly competitive in today’s business world, you need to have the most efficient and effective supply chain 
possible. This means your procurement department could very well be at the heart of ensuring your company succeeds.

SYSPRO 8’s Preferred Supplier for Procurement can help you establish and manage your strategic sourcing policies to 
gain a competitive advantage.

By better managing the processes and policies that deal with the sourcing of goods and services during your purchasing 
cycle, you can:

 Decrease your purchasing risk
 Improve purchasing governance
 Achieve cost reductions.
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Purchase Order Bulk Emailing

Purchase Order Bulk Emailing introduces the ability to email multiple purchase orders to corresponding suppliers as 
a single process. This facility saves time and improves efficiencies for purchasing departments.

Automate and Streamline Request for Quotes

Request for Quote (RFQ) provides the ability to extend a formal invitation to suppliers to tender on the supply of goods 
or services. As a vital part of Procurement, this new capability streamlines the process by automating the creation of the 
RFQ from a Requisition, and allowing servicing of the RFQ directly by suppliers online.

Requests for quotes are sent to suppliers via email, and they are requested to submit proposals detailing the offering 
including pricing information. These proposals are submitted and stored in the online Supply Chain Portal where 
suppliers can submit their quotations directly to you.

 Request for Quote provides transparency of the tender process, improving governance.

  It also assists buyers in making informed procurement decisions quickly and easily as they can compare 
offerings	from	different	suppliers.		

	 	The	reduction	of	manual	processes	decreases	the	manual	workload	of	key	staff,	freeing	them	up	to	perform	
more relevant tasks.

Extend Interactive Web Self-service Ability to Your Supply Chain

The Supply Chain Portal is an interactive web platform that facilitates online transactions between an enterprise and 
its suppliers and customers. The Supply Chain Portal has been launched with the Request for Quote capability which 
enables the formal invitation to suppliers to tender for the supply of goods and services. Additional capabilities will be 
added in subsequent releases.

  The Supply Chain Portal streamlines collaboration between buyers and suppliers and minimizes document 
handling – reducing potential fraud.

  It automates business processes and ensures transparency of supplier, and in future, customer 
transactions.  

	 Ultimately,	the	Supply	Chain	Portal	will	help	to	increase	operational	efficiency	and	improve	governance.
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Improved Order Fulfillment with WMS Picking

Improve order fulfillment and increase your picking accuracies by making use of SYSPRO 8’s Warehouse Management 
System Picking capabilities.

 Create picking routines such as batch picks, wave picks, order picks or batching of transactions based on   
	 locality	to	improve	order	book	fulfillment.
 Co-ordinate team picking to reduce cycle time for larger orders. 
 Utilize work-to-lists to provide clear visibility for resource demands by function, locality, and other   

 requirements.
 Track the locations of items at all times for better visibility of stock.
	 Improve	fulfillment	times	for	sales	functions.
 Create picks that suit your business based on your requirements.
 Standardize receiving, put-away and picking processes.

Increase Stock Accuracy and Minimize Stock Take Disruptions with WMS Cycle Count 

The Cycle Count capability, available in SYSPRO’s Warehouse Management System, provides for the implementation of 
cycle count methodologies by allowing you to perform partial stock counts at specific intervals without disrupting daily 
operations.

 Increase stock accuracy by continuously assessing your inventory.

 Limit the amount of disruption in your warehouse by shortening the time between your counting processes. 

	 Reduce	inventory	variances	resulting	in	fewer	stock	write-offs.

 Enable ongoing insight into inventory accuracy, resulting in better governance and timely adjustments.

 Conveniently schedule stock counts ahead of time.
 Simplify stock control, analysis, and auditing and retain the traceability of “Lost” and “Found” items with  

 integration into the Lost and Found Account.

Eliminate the Requirement for Barcode Scanning Devices

Using Espresso’s Barcode Scanning capability, you can now use your existing camera-enabled mobile device to scan 
barcodes. This eliminates the necessity, and associated costs, for barcode scanners (and the associated costs) that 
would typically be required to perform the same function.

Featuring direct integration with SYSPRO 8, this allows you to:

 Quickly identify products
 Search for stock codes
 Call up information to perform transactions
 Streamline stock take
	 And	more,	directly	from	the	warehouse	floor
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Simplify the Process of Supplier Returns

Return to Supplier facilitates the return of goods or services to suppliers as a result of defects or other reasons  
for dissatisfaction. It simplifies the process of returns and provides an efficient method of controlling tems  
leaving site for returns or repairs, ensuring visibility and tracking of the item until the process is concluded.

Effectively Manage Customer Complaints

The Customer Complaints capability allows for the capturing, management and effective resolution of customer 
complaints. It enables the business to easily review and escalate critical product defects and service issues to  
prevent their reoccurrence, and is a requirement for all businesses wanting to achieve a formal quality  
accreditation. This improves customer-centric behavior, driving customer retention. 

Customer Complaints integrates easily into SYSPRO, and all customer complaints are kept together in one system.

Enhancements to Point of Sale

Specifically designed for manufacturing and distribution businesses that have a cash-and-carry or retail arm, SYSPRO Point 
of Sale provides an easy-to-use POS interface for companies using SYSPRO ERP. Enabling them to collect and control the 
payment of direct consumer sales. 

With SYSPRO 8, the following capabilities have been added to the Point of Sale module:

  Point of Sale UI Modernization: Business functional areas converted, prioritized by most widely-used  
e.g.: Sales, quotations, order management functions and end-of-day functions.

 Sales Dashboard: Sales and volume (spot, hourly, by product class) and margin analysis.

 Support for product kits.

 Consecutive invoice numbering allows for invoice numbers and quotation numbers to be recordedseparately  
 as ‘Point of Sale’ transactions. This is in support of governance requirements for Sales Tax Reporting and to  
 ensure that POS invoice numbering is sequential.

 Tax codes can be applied by line item for sales orders.

 When searching quotes, the originating operator is included.

 The Customer Query displays contacts as recorded in Contact Management.

	 The	Take	Payments	program	allows	operators	to	review	payments	before	finalizing	a	transaction.

 A further security option has been added requesting operator validation prior to payment being taken.

	 The	Inventory	Query	program	includes	a	pane	showing	defined	custom	form	fields	against	stock	items 
 The password expiry and password strength validation has been brought up to the same standard as SYSPRO.

	 The	system	keeps	a	list	of	receipt	numbers	and	allocate	it	for	every	receipt	whether	online	or	offline,	 
 preventing duplicate receipt numbers when the system is back online.

 An audit trail of deposits taken for sales orders in Point of Sale has been added, and produces a deposit  
 payment trial balance for improved governance.

 Various aspects of Supply Chain Transfer functionality can be controlled at a more granular level. Each  
 function within SCT Maintenance can now be controlled at Branch, Role, User and Device level.
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Faster Month-End Processing

Prior to SYSPRO 8, balance functions in certain sub-ledgers were either tied together with month-ends, 
or formed part of a ‘day-end, week-end or month-end’ function. 

In SYSPRO 8, we de-coupled the balance function so that month-ends can be run individually. This 
vastly reduces the time taken to perform month- or year-ends. In some instances, from hours to 
seconds.

In addition, by moving the checking of imbalances to the SQL Health Check Service, system availability 
is greatly improved as it removes the necessity to run the balance function within the module. 

Finally, if an imbalance is identified, the out-of-balance correction function can be run to exclusively 
target the specific issues encountered.

Easily Identify and Correct Sub-Ledger and Ledger Imbalances

Automatic Ledger Balancing and Reconciliation provides improved ledger reconciliation management 
through the balancing and identification of outstanding tasks and transactions in sub-ledgers, including:

 Unprocessed sub-ledger transactions

 The creation of incorrect manual transactions

 Irregular entries against control accounts.

Improve Governance and Tax Compliance

Detailed Postings to Control Accounts allows for the writing of income or expense line items to the 
general ledger in detail. This improves governance and audit requirements and further facilitates 
balancing sub-ledgers with the general ledger. Additionally, tax reporting requirements are improved. 

Tax Transaction by GL Allocation Account identifies and allocates all tax transactions to a specific 
GL allocation account, and allows them to be extracted as a report. This can be used to prepare the 
standard tax submission reports required by the tax authorities, like the IT14SD required in South Africa.

Improve Profitability and Minimize Risk

SYSPRO understands that many manufacturers and distributors find themselves bogged down by an 
over-reliance on spreadsheets for reporting, budgeting, planning, and forecasting. 

Prophix Corporate Performance Management (CPM) for SYSPRO 8 enables you to automate the 
management of your budget cycle, providing financial consolidation and reporting, financial analysis, 
modeling, and planning. This enables greater visibility into your company’s financial health, improving 
profitability and minimizing risk.
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Improve Collections through the Use of Enhanced Credit Management Tools 

SYSPRO 8 offers enhanced credit management control and reporting tools to reduce risk and improve collections for 
better cash flow, debt management, early detection of bad debts, and transactional history. It also enables you to:

  Manage communication with your customers with regards to the collection of accounts receivable.
  Consecutive invoice numbering now allows for invoice numbers and quotation 

  numbers to be recorded separately as ‘Point of Sale’ transactions. This is in support of governance 
requirements for Sales Tax Reporting and to ensure that POS invoice numbering is sequential.

Improved Multi-Currency Support

In SYSPRO 8, Multi-Currency Per Account (Payments and Receipts) allows for the processing of payments and  
receipts in currencies that differ from the default currency used by a customer or supplier.

Digital Tax Tool 

The Digital Tax Tool allows financial controllers to create digital tax outputs that can support compliance with  
tax authority requirements. With digital reporting increasingly becoming a requisite, the ability to submit digital tax 
returns provides a foundation which sets companies up for this future necessity. 

The Digital Tax Tool allows for returns to be fully customized and is currently applicable to European Union  
and Asia Pacific regions.

Support for Making Tax Digital
Making Tax Digital allows the extraction of tax data electronically for improved 
electronic tax submissions, and now includes the 9-box return for the 
United Kingdom (UK) to ensure that enterprises in the UK are 
compliant with the latest tax legislation.

Tax on Settlement Discount

Tax on Settlement Discount provides greater accuracy in Taxing  
of settlement discount, especially where multiple tax rates apply.

This enhancement to Accounts Receivable, allows for the 
calculation of VAT or GST, when processing settlement discount,  
in the exact same manner that VAT or GST was applied against 
the sales invoice to which the settlement discount applies.

Improved Tax Receipt and Payment Allocation 

Cash Book Tax GL Integration by Tax Code allows the large 
consolidated tax payments in the Cashbook to be allocated to 
specific accounts for each tax code in the General Ledger. This 
new capability will improve tracking and allocation of tax 
receipts and payments as they are allocated to a dedicated 
account in the General Ledger and automate the 
breakdown of tax entries for use in preparation of 
tax returns and queries.
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SYSPRO stands out from the pack not only because they 
provide a complete set of modern platform capabilities (IoT, 
social, mobile, AI, and cloud) to support a customer’s journey 
in this period of digital disruption, but also because these 
capabilities have been thoroughly integrated into SYSPRO ERP.

— SYSPRO: A Trusted ERP Partner for Digital Transformation. 
 Ted Rohm, Senior ERP Analyst, Technology Evaluation Centers, September 2018.

Technology has become an enabler for manufacturers operating in an increasingly global economy, allowing them to 
redefine the way business works, revolutionizing their factories, optimizing supply chains, reducing costs and increasing 
productivity and efficiency to ultimately deliver better customer service.

In the Mint Jutras analyst report of August 2018 entitled ‘What Makes SYSPRO Different’, Cindy Jutras explains that 
despite all the hype around digital technologies, they have seen limited progress in terms of real digital transformation 
in the world of manufacturing. 

She goes on to explain how, for new technologies to be truly transformative for manufacturers in a practical way, they 
need to interoperate and be integrated into ERP solutions both in the front and back office, down to the shop floor and 
throughout a supply chain.

SYSPRO 8 makes it simple and easy for you to modernize your factory and begin your journey towards Industry 4.0. 
Through the relevant and value-added application of emerging technologies to improve business performance, you can 
stay ahead of the technology curve and get an edge on your competitors.
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If you are a SYSPRO customer today, you need to embrace the 
SYSPRO Digital Transformation release, SYSPRO 8; harnessing 
these new capabilities and leveraging them to their full extent.

— SYSPRO Gets Real with Digital Transformation. 
 Cindy Jutras, President, Mint Jutras, July 2018. 

Be Prepared for 

SYSPRO 8’s Manufacturing Operations Management solution ensures that your organization, with your current 
equipment and factories, is able to readily connect and harmoniously engage with your SYSPRO ERP solution. This helps 
you prepare for Industry 4.0 and create more intelligent manufacturing processes through:

 Automation of data collection by machines and devices.
	 Accurate	measurement	of	overall	equipment	effectiveness	(OEE).
 Increased accuracy and speed of data collection.
 Real-time status tracking of equipment and jobs.

Watch  
the Video

View the 
Infographic

SYSPRO got an early start in the digitalization movement due 
to their shop-floor integration, continuing onto the mobile 
platform, which has given them four years of innovation, 
creating a sophisticated and fully functional experience.

— IoT and AI with SYSPRO. 
 Ann Grackin, CEO, ChainLink Research, July 2018.
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to Easily Make Sense of Data

Tap into the 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning allow computers to learn from data patterns to surface and 
serve targeted information directly to SYSPRO 8’s user interface without manual interference. Now, unidentified trends, 
exceptions, and anomalies in your business are brought to the fore, helping to improve decision-making.

Where typically a data scientist may be required to run complex machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms, 
SYSPRO 8’s artificial intelligence and machine learning capabilities have removed this requirement.

 	The	integration	of	AI	means	that	detecting	fraud	and	operator	errors	is	easier	as	AI	identifies	anomalies	in	
customer and internal sales orders, requisitions and purchase orders, and then alerts the relevant people 
immediately. 

 AI is also able to identify trends in customer behavior and then push relevant information to you, taking   
 your ERP from a simple system of record to one of proactive engagement. 
	 Collaborative	filtering	aids	your	sales	team	by	examining	past	similar	transactions	and	then	revealing		 	

 cross-sell and up-sell opportunities.
 Users can easily set up and modify generic business scenarios, which have also been expanded to include  

 new scenarios, with added ‘What-If’ and scenario testing.

Overall, the upgrade to SYSPRO 8 was a good experience for 
us as there was not a lot of impact to the end-user. The user 
experience is very similar which is great for us and we didn’t 
have to do a lot of training.  In addition, we’ve been able to 
update our other applications since the upgrade, which has been 
a huge improvement.

— Nathan Dolbear, IT Manager
 RPS Composites, Inc.

Your Supply Chain
Digitalize your supply chain by extending interactive web self-service ability to your suppliers and 
customers using SYSPRO’s Supply Chain Portal. The Supply Chain Portal minimizes document handling 
and other manual activities and facilitates cross functional collaboration by enabling an online process 
for engaging with customers and suppliers. 

With Request for Quote being the first capability in the Supply Chain Portal, this streamlines the tender 
process and further drives the business towards digital transformation. It offers a central access 
point and repository for all supplier and customer documentation and engagement and seamlessly 
integrates with SYSPRO, offering a simple and familiar user experience.
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The incorporation of AI into ERP software has facilitated the development and 
introduction of human-like chatbots which answer, and even predict, customer 
queries quickly.  Ken the Bot is a digital ERP assistant which resides within 
SYSPRO ERP to automate specific business functions by conversing with 
stakeholders on any platform and device. He can securely provide 
employees, customers and/or suppliers with information and alerts, 
or perform tasks such as price queries, stock lookups, order status 
and more from any platform, including your company website, 
Facebook Messenger, Microsoft Teams, Skype and more

By employing a digital citizen in your business, you can provide 
both your customers and suppliers with an always-on, 
consistent and improved customer experience across the 
globe – 24/7. 

Digital self-service agents can even act as personal 
assistants within your business – providing insights 
and information, running price queries, stock lookups, 
order status and more.
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as the Face of Your Business

Make Your

as Collaborative as Facebook
Today’s workforce not only expects but often demands that their business platform 
be as seamless and user-friendly as the social platforms they are accustomed to. 
This familiarity with social media – such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn 
– is driving the necessity for contemporary social-media-type interaction in the workplace. 

By embedding social-media-inspired functionality in SYSPRO 8, your SYSPRO ERP experience will be 
as engaging and rewarding as collecting likes and followers, leading to benefits such as:

 Increased user engagement and adoption
 Improved collaboration 
 Instant communication
 Greater responsiveness
	 Awareness	of	significant	business	trends Download 
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